
TAKE
CHARGE OF
YOUR TIME



Have you ever wondered how some people are so organized and get a lot

done, whilst others seem to miss deadlines ever so often? OR why some

people have this unique ability to concentrate on the task at hand, whilst

others get distracted easily?

The behaviours highlighted above impact our ability to both manage time

as well as achieve our goals.

Time management is more than just learning to plan or prioritise. It is

about having a deep awareness about some of our key behavioural

orientations and planning around these. 

I have designed this worksheet to help you 

1. Understand your natural 'time management' orientation - i.e. are you more

likely to operate 'in time' or 'through time'

2. Reflect on the pros and cons of your current behavioural patterns and how

this could impact those you interact with closely

3. Identify ways to combine various strengths from both the time orientations to

maximise your ability to achieve goals in a productive manner

Tip – Think of which behaviour between the two you are more

likely to exhibit when you make a choice, and not the

behaviour you may desire or want to exhibit.

Take charge of your time

Follow this 4 step process!

STEP 1 Determine your inclination or preference –

is it ‘in time’ or ‘through time’



Part of the past or future is unavailable

to them, unless they consciously look

within and tap into this

Past – present – future available in front of

them almost like a timeline that they seem

to be accessing almost always

Can concentrate and focus-in easily.

But once out of sight, then out of

mind.

Have relatively less ability to concentrate in

the moment, however able to maintain

attention over time and will complete things.

Tend to see events as a series of

unrelated episodes

Tend to see events as a series of related

episodes; time is linear, continuous and

uninterrupted

Tends to be caught up in whatever
experience they’re involved in at the
moment, and don’t have a sense of the
passage of time.

Expects punctuality from oneself and

others.

Can be late and not be aware of it

(15 minutes late is reasonably on

time)

Knows when they are late (could feel bad

for being even 5 minutes delayed)

Intensity of memories diminishes

through time.

Despite being ‘in time’, is able to
sometimes recall past events with an
intensity as if they were happening in
the ‘now’. 

Tends to get overly absorbed in the
‘now’ – which can help in the present
moment, but could lead to missing
out on other work or life priorities.

Tends to have the ability to switch context
fairly easily – given the awareness of time &
the tendency to have planned everything.
Need to balance this with being more in the
present moment. 

‘In time’ ‘Through time’

Absorbed in the ‘now’ – when and where

a specific experience is occurring.

Aware of the duration of time and is

significantly time sensitive.

Enjoy the moment, and 

are spontaneous.

Tend to live a more orderly and

planned life.

Tend to sometimes avoid setting

deadlines or set unreal deadlines.

Establish and work to realistic timelines,

and expect others to adhere to these too.



STEP 2 - REFLECT!

 
Based on whether you exhibit more ‘in time’ or ‘through time’

behaviours, answer the following questions

How does my natural inclination of being either ‘in time’ or ‘through

time’ help me? How does it help those I interact with – in personal

and professional settings.

Number of ‘in time’ statements chosen:

Number of ‘through time’ statements chosen: 

If you have picked over 5 statements/preferences in

either of the two categories, you’re likely to exhibit

those behaviours much more 



STEP 3 - THE GOOD NEWS:

Your time orientation is not a personality trait; it is a set of

preferences & skills. It is possible to be flexible. 

There is no black and white. While we have our preferred behaviours, we do see

the importance of other behaviours and even exhibit them from time to time. 

Define clearly what success means to you: Create a ‘wheel of success’ or goals for

yourself – i.e. every area of your life that you would like to focus on in the next 3-6

months

Consciously begin to set 3-5 priorities for every week based on this ‘wheel of

success’

Have an accountability partner – request a friend/colleague or someone you look

up to, preferably someone who seems to display many ‘through time’ behaviours to

check-in with you every couple of weeks

Add important dates/deadlines, birthdays etc. to your calendar and set reminders 

When working / interacting with someone who is ‘through time’ in their orientation,

be conscious about being on time, setting realistic goals/expectations and aligning

your actions to words 

Take on a professional or personal project that compels you to plan long-term and

set short-term milestones based on set goals 

Combining an ‘in time’ orientation with ‘through time’ behaviours

In what ways does this natural inclination negatively impact me, or those

around me? – be it in personal or professional settings.



STEP 4 – EMPATHISE AND REGULATE

Next, write down 3 ways in which you will adapt your behaviour to improve your

communication with the individual who has the alternate orientation

If you tend to be more ‘in time’, think of 3 ‘through time’ people you interact

with closely – be it at work or at home/friends. 

If you tend to be more ‘through time’, think of 3 ‘in time’ people you interact

with closely – be it at work or at home/friends. 

1

3

2

Recognise the strength of the ‘through time’ orientation – It is your inclination/skill to be

through time that has helped you achieve professional success or build relationships.

Recognize this strength, and leverage it 

Learn from people who are ‘in time’ – Delve deeper into the thought patterns and/or habits of

those with an ‘in time’ orientation. Ask them, “what helps you focus?” , “how do you shut out

the distractions to get tasks done?”, “Are there any specific habits or thought patterns that

help you remain in the moment?” 

Spend time in nature - Being immersed in nature allows you to break the cycle of constantly

thinking and interacting

Take a digital holiday - This can be a real holiday, for example, when you’re on vacation. Or it

can be shutting off your devices for a short period of time every day or on one weekend every

month. See what it feels like to not be connected all of the time. This will help you spend more

time living in the now

Meditate – Meditation is a great way to learn to be present in the moment, without letting go

of your ability to plan and anticipate. Schedule 15-20 minutes at least once a day to practice

guided meditation. It helps you to become a ‘witness’ to events vs. ‘identifying’ with them

Combining ‘through time’ orientation with ‘in time’ behaviours
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